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Abstract
Let p be a hyperbolic periodic point of a diffeomorphism f on a compact C1
Riemannian manifold M . In this paper we introduce the notion of C1 stably measure
expansiveness of closed f -invariant sets, and prove that (i) the chain recurrent set
R( f ) of f is C1 stably measure expansive if and only if f satisfies both Axiom A
and no-cycle condition, and (ii) the homoclinic class H f (p) of f associated to p is
C1 stably measure expansive if and only if H f (p) is hyperbolic.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study the case when the homoclinic class H f (p) of a diffeo-
morphism f on a compact C1 Riemannian manifold M associated to a hyperbolic
periodic point p is C1 stably measure expansive.
Let Diff(M) be the space of C1 diffeomorphisms on M endowed with the C1-
topology, and let d denote the distance on M induced from a Riemannian metric on the
tangent bundle T M . For any closed f -invariant set 3 M , we say that 3 is expansive
for f (or f j
3
is expansive) if there is  > 0 such that for any pair of distinct points
x , y 2 3 there is n 2 Z such that d( f n(x), f n(y)) > . It is clear that 3 is expansive
for f if and only if there is  > 0 such that 0 f

(x) D {x} for all x 2 3, where
0
f

(x) D {y 2 3 W d( f i (x), f i (y))   for all i 2 Z}.
Moreover, we say that the 3-germ of f is expansive if there is  > 0 such that if
x 2 3, y 2 M and d( f n(x), f n(y))   for all n 2 Z then x D y. Expansiveness is a
dynamical property which is shared by a large class of dynamical systems exhibiting
chaotic behavior.
It is well known that if p is a hyperbolic periodic point of f with period k then
the sets
W s(p) D {x 2 M W f kn(x) ! p as n !1}
and
W u(p) D {x 2 M W f  kn(x) ! p as n !1}
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are C1-injectively immersed submanifolds of M . A point x 2 W s(p) \ W u(p) n {p}
is called a homoclinic point of f associated to p, and it is said to be a transversal
homoclinic point of f if the above intersection is transversal at x ; i.e., x 2 W s(p) t
W u(p) n {p}. The closure of the homoclinic points of f associated to p is called the
homoclinic class of f associated to p, and it is denoted by H f (p). The closure of
the transversal homoclinic points of f associated to p is called the transversal homo-
clinic class of f associated to p, and it is denoted by H Tf (p). It is clear that both
H f (p) and H Tf (p) are compact and invariant sets. Homoclinic classes are the natural
candidates to replace hyperbolic basic sets in nonhyperbolic theory. Several recent pa-
pers explore their “hyperbolic-like” properties, many of which hold only for generic
diffeomorphisms.
Let q be a hyperbolic periodic point of f . We say that p and q are homoclinically
related, and write p  q if
W s(p) t W u(q) ¤ ;
and
W u(p) t W s(q) ¤ ;.
It is clear that if p  q then index(p) D index(q); i.e., dim W s(p) D dim W s(q). By the
Smale’s transverse homoclinic point theorem, H Tf (p) coincides with the closure of the
set of hyperbolic periodic points q of f such that p  q. Note that if p is a hyperbolic
periodic point of f then there are a neighborhood U of p and a C1 neighborhood U ( f )
of f such that for any g 2 U ( f ) there exists a unique hyperbolic periodic point pg of
g in U with the same period as p and index(pg) D index(p). Such that point pg is
called the continuation of p D p f .
Recently, many people investigated the dynamics of diffeomorphisms with C1 ro-
bust, C1 stable and C1 persistent expansiveness on the homoclinic classes, and char-
acterized the sets under such C1 open conditions, respectively (for more details, see
[5, 10, 11, 14, 15]). Let us be more precise. We say that a homoclinic class H f (p) is
C1 persistently expansive if there is a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that for any
g 2 U ( f ), gjHg(pg) is expansive. Sambarino and Vieitez [14] proved that if the homo-
clinic class H f (p) is C1 persistently expansive and the H f (p)-germ of f is expansive
then H f (p) is hyperbolic. However the following problem is still open: Are the C1
persistently expansive homoclinic classes hyperbolic?
A closed f -invariant set 3  M is said to be C1 stably expansive if there exist a
compact neighborhood U of 3 and a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that for any
g 2 U ( f ), 3g is expansive for g, where 3g D
T
n2Z gn(U ) and 3 D
T
n2Z f n(U ).
Recently Lee and Lee [5] proved that the homoclinic class H f (p) of f associated to
p is C1 stably expansive if and only if H f (p) is hyperbolic.
Very recently, Morales et al. [9] introduced a notion of measure expansiveness
which generalize the usual concept of expansiveness. Let M(M) be the set of all Borel
probability measures on M endowed with the weak topology, and let M(M) be the
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set of nonatomic measures  2M(M). For any  2M(M), we say that 3 is -
expansive for f if there is Æ > 0 such that (0 f
Æ
(x)) D 0 for all x 2 3. An f -invariant
set 3 is said to be measure expansive for f (or f j
3
is measure expansive) if 3 is
-expansive for all  2M(M); that is, there is a constant Æ > 0 such that for any
 2M(M) and x 2 3, (0 f
Æ
(x)) D 0. Here Æ is called a measure expansive con-
stant of f j
3
. Clearly, the expansiveness implies the measure expansiveness, but the
converse does not hold in general. Note that f is measure expansive if and only if f n
is measure expansive for all n 2 Z n {0}.
In this paper we introduce a notion of C1 stable measure expansiveness which is
general than that of C1 stable expansiveness in [5], and study the dynamics of diffeo-
morphisms with C1 stably measure expansiveness on homoclinic classes and chain re-
current sets.
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a closed f -invariant set 3 M is C1 stably meas-
ure expansive (or f j
3
is C1 stably measure expansive) if there exist a compact neigh-
borhood U of 3 and a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that for any g 2 U ( f ), 3g
is measure expansive for g, where 3 D
T
n2Z f n(U ) and 3g D
T
n2Z gn(U ).
Recall that a closed f -invariant set 3 is said to be hyperbolic if the tangent bundle
T
3
M has a continuous D f -invariant splitting E s  Eu and there exist constants C > 0,
0 <  < 1 such that
kD f njE s (x)k  Cn
and
kD f  njEu (x)k  Cn
for all x 2 3 and n  0. We say that f is Anosov if M is hyperbolic for f . f is
said to be quasi-Anosov if for any v 2 T M n {0}, the set {kD f n(v)kW n 2 Z} is un-
bounded. Note that every Anosov diffeomorphism is quasi-Anosov, but the converse
is not true in general. Mañé [6] proved that f is quasi-Anosov if and only if f be-
longs to the C1 interior of the set of expansive diffeomorphisms in Diff(M). Moreover
Sakai et al. [13] showed that if f belongs to the C1 interior of the set of measure ex-
pansive diffeomorphisms, then f is quasi-Anosov. Thus we can restate the above facts
as follows.
Theorem A. M is C1 stably measure expansive for f if and only if f is quasi-
Anosov.
For Æ > 0, a sequence of points {xi }biDa in M ( 1  a < b  1) is called a
Æ-pseudo-orbit (or Æ-chain) of f if d( f (xi ), xiC1) < Æ for all a  i  b   1. For given
x , y 2 M , we write x  y if for any Æ > 0, there is a Æ-pseudo-orbit {xi }bÆiDa
Æ
(a
Æ
< b
Æ
)
of f such that xa
Æ
D x and xb
Æ
D y. The set {x 2 M W x  x} is called the chain
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recurrent set of f and is denoted by R( f ). It is easy to see that the set is closed and
f (R( f )) D R( f ).
If we denote the set of periodic points of f , the set of nonwandering points of
f and the set of chain recurrent points of f by P( f ), ( f ) and R( f ), respectively,
then we have P( f )  ( f ) R( f ). It is well known that the map f 7!R( f ) is upper
semi-continuous. More precisely, for any neighborhood U of R( f ), there is Æ > 0 such
that if 0( f, g) < Æ, (g 2 Diff(M)), then R(g)  U . Here 0 is the usual C0 metric
on Diff(M). From this fact, we can obtain the first result of this paper based on the
techniques in [2].
Theorem B. The chain recurrent set R( f ) of f is C1 stably measure expansive
if and only if f satisfies both Axiom A and no-cycle condition.
Suppose f satisfy Axiom A. Then we know that f satisfies no-cycle condition
if and only if ( f ) D R( f ). Consequently the C1 stable measure expansiveness on
the chain recurrent set R( f ) is characterized by the  stability of the system by The-
orem B.
Let D2  S2 be a two disk, and let f be the Smale’s hyperbolic horseshoe map
on D2 with a (hyperbolic) saddle fixed point p. Then the homoclinic class H f (p) co-
incides with the hyperbolic horseshoe containing p. Since f is -stable, we can see
that the homoclinic class H f (p) is C1 stably measure expansive by Theorem B. More-
over we can easily check that the horseshoe with a homoclinic tangency is expansive,
but it is not C1 stably measure expansive (see Example 2.2 in [12])
The main purpose of this paper is to characterize homoclinic classes H f (p) con-
taining a hyperbolic periodic point p by making use of the measure expansiveness
under C1 open condition. This is a generalization of the main result in [5].
Theorem C. Let p be a hyperbolic periodic point of f . Then the homoclinic
class H f (p) of f associated to p is C1 stably measure expansive if and only if H f (p)
is hyperbolic.
2. Proof of Theorem B
For any subset A of M and  > 0, let B
"
(A) D {x 2 M W d(x , A)  "}. Denote
by H(M) the set of homeomorphisms of M . For the proof of the following lemma,
see [4].
Lemma 2.1. Let f 2 H(M), and let R( f ) be the chain recurrent set of f . For
any " > 0, there is Æ > 0 such that if 0( f, g) < Æ (g 2 H(M)) then R(g)  B"(R( f )).
The following Franks’ lemma will play essential roles in our proofs.
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Lemma 2.2 ([1]). Let U ( f ) be a C1 neighborhood of f . Then there exist  > 0
and a C1 neighborhood U0( f )  U ( f ) of f such that for given g 2 U0( f ), a finite set
{x1, x2, : : : , xN }, a neighborhood U of {x1, x2, : : : , xN } and linear maps L i W Txi M !
Tg(xi ) M satisfying kL i   Dxi gk   for all 1  i  N , there exists Og 2 U ( f ) such that
Og(x) D g(x) if x 2 {x1, x2, : : : , xN } [ (M nU ) and Dxi Og D L i for all 1  i  N.
Denote by F (M) the set of f 2 Diff(M) such that there is a C1 neighborhood
U ( f ) of f with property that every p 2 P(g) (g 2 U ( f )) is hyperbolic. It is proved
by Hayashi [2] that f 2 F (M) if and only if f satisfies both Axiom A and no-cycle
condition. Therefore, to complete the proof of Theorem B, it is enough to show that
R( f ) is C1 stably measure expansive if and only if f 2 F (M).
Proof of Theorem B. First we suppose that f satisfies both Axiom A and no-
cycle condition. Then R( f ) D ( f ) D P( f ) is hyperbolic, and so R( f ) is locally
maximal. By the stability of locally maximal hyperbolic sets, we can choose a compact
neighborhood U of R( f ) and a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that for any g 2
U ( f ), 3g D
T
n2Z g
n(U ) is hyperbolic for g. Thus 3g is (measure) expansive for g.
This means that R( f ) is C1 stably measure expansive.
Next we suppose that R( f ) is C1 stably measure expansive for f . Then there are
a compact neighborhood U of R( f ) and a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that for
any g 2 U ( f ), gj
3g is measure expansive. Choose " > 0 satisfying B"(R( f ))  U . By
Lemma 2.1, there is Æ > 0 such that if 1( f, g) < Æ for g 2 U ( f ) then
(2.1) R(g)  B
"
(R( f ))  U ,
where 1 is the usual C1 metric on Diff(M). Put U0( f ) D {g 2 U ( f ) W 1( f, g) < Æ}.
Then for each g 2 U0( f ), R(g)  U and so R(g)  gn(U ) for all n 2 Z. This means
that R(g)  3g for g 2 U0( f ). Since gj3g is measure expansive, gjR(g) is measure
expansive. Let " > 0, and let QU( f )  U0( f ) be a C1 neighborhood of f which is
given by Lemma 2.2 with respect to U0( f ). Let p 2 P( f ), and let (p) be the period
of p.
To derive a contradiction, we assume that f 62 F (M). Then there exist g 2 U ( f ),
a nonhyperbolic periodic point p of g and an eigenvalue  of Dpg(p) with jj D 1.
Let Tp M D Ec(p) E s(p) Eu(p) be the Dpg(p)-invariant splitting of Tp M , where
E (p),  D c, s, u, are subspaces Tp M corresponding to eigenvalues  of Dpg(p) for
jj D 1, jj < 1 and jj > 1, respectively. Choose "0 > 0 with U"0 ( f )  QU ( f ), where
U
"0 ( f ) D {g 2 Diff(M) W 1( f, g) < "0}. Set C D supx2M{kDx gk}. For 0 < "1 < "0, we
can obtain a linear automorphism O W Tp M ! Tp M such that
(i) kO   idk < "1=C ,
(ii) O keeps E invariant, where  D c, s, u, and
(iii) all eigenvalues of O Æ Dpg(p)jEc(p), say Q j , j D 1, 2, : : : , c, are roots of unity.
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Let F D {p, f (p), : : : , f (p) 1(p)}. Define
G j D
(
Dg j (p)g, j D 0, 1, : : : , (p)   2,
O Æ Dg (p) 1(p)g, j D (p)   1.
Observe that kG
(p) 1   Dg (p) 1(p)gk  kO   Idk kD f  (p) 1(p)gk < "0. Thus kG j  
Dg j (p)gk < "0 for all j D 0, 1, : : : , (p)   1. By Lemma 2.2, we can find a diffeo-
morphism g1 2 QU ( f ) and Æ0 > 0 such that
(a) B4Æ0 (g j (p))  U , and B4Æ0 (g j (p)) \ B4Æ0 (p) D ;, where 0  i ¤ j  (p)   1,
(b) g1 D g on F [
 
M  
S
(p) 1
jD0 B4Æ0 (g j (p))

, and
(c) g1 D expg jC1(p) Æ G j Æ exp 1g j (p) on BÆ0 (g j (p)), 0  j  (p)   1.
Define
G D O Æ Dpg(p) D
(p) 1
Y
jD0
G j .
Then by (iii) we can find m > 0 such that Gm jEc(p) D idjEc(p). Choose a small Æ1
satisfying 0 < 4Æ1 < Æ0 such that
Gmk(Tp M(4Æ1))  Tp M(Æ0),
where Tp M(Æ) D {v 2 Tp M W kvk  Æ}. Then by (c) we have
(g(p)1 )m D gm(p)1 D expp Æ Gm Æ exp 1p
on expp(Tp M(4Æ1)). We write
Tp M(Æ1) D Ec(p, Æ1) E s(p, Æ1) Eu(p, Æ1),
where E (p, Æ1) D E (p) \ Tp M(Æ1),  D c, s, u. Then expp(Ec(p, 4Æ1)) is (g(p)1 )m-
invariant.
If the eigenvalue  is real then take 0 < Æ2 < 4Æ1 such that expp(Ec(p, Æ2))  U .
Put expp(Ec(p, Æ2)) D Ip. Then Ip is a closed arc with the center at p which satisfies
the following;
(1) Ip  3g1 D
T
n2Z g
n
1 (U ),
(2) Ip  expp(Ec(p, 4Æ1)) \ B4Æ1 (p),
(3) gi1(Ip) \ g j1 (Ip) D ;, for 0  i ¤ j  m(p)   1,
(4) gm(p)1 (Ip) D Ip, and
(5) gm(p)1 W Ip ! Ip is the identity map.
Let mIp be the normalized Lebesgue measure on Ip. We define  2M(M) by
(C) D 1
m(p)
m(p) 1
X
iD0
mIp (g i1 (C \ gi1(Ip))),
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for any Borel set C of M . Then it is clear that  2M(M). For simplicity, we set
gm(p)1 D g1. Let 0 < e < Æ1 be a measure expansive constant of g1jR(g1). Let 0
g1
e (x) D
{y 2 M W d(gi1(x), gi1(y))  e, for all i 2 Z}. Since g1 W Ip ! Ip is the identity map, for
any y 2 Ip, we know that d(gi1(y), gi1(p)) D d(y, p) for all i 2 Z. Thus we get
{y 2 Ip W d(gi1(y), gi1(p))  e for all i 2 Z}  0g1e (p).
Then we have
0 < ({y 2 Ip W d(gi1(y), gi1(p))  e for all i 2 Z})  (0g1e (p)).
Since 3g1 is measure-expansive for g1, Ip is also measure expansive for g1. This is a
contradiction.
If the eigenvalue is complex then expp(Ec(p, Æ1)) is a disk Dp centered at p. Then
we have
Dp  3g1 D
\
n2Z
gn1 (U ).
By the same argument as above, we obtain that
(1) Dp  expp(Ec(p, 4Æ1)) \ B4Æ1 (p),
(2) gi1(Dp) \ g j1 (Dp) D ;, for 0  i ¤ j  m(p)   1,
(3) gm(p)1 (Dp) D Dp, and
(4) gm(p)1 W Dp ! Dp is the identity map.
Let mDp be the normalized Lebesgue measure on Dp. We define  2M(M) by
(C) D 1
m(p)
m(p) 1
X
iD0
mDp (g i1 (C \ gi1(Dp))),
for any Borel subset C of M . Then we see that  2M(M). As in the first case, we
can show that 3g1 is not measure expansive for g1. The contradiction completes the
proof of Theorem B.
3. Proof of Theorem C
To prove Theorem C, we will adapt the techniques in [5, 8, 14] which uses the no-
tion of uniform hyperbolicity for a family of periodic sequences of linear isomorphisms
of Rn , where n is the dimension of M . For this we need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let 3 be a closed f -invariant subset of M which is C1 stably meas-
ure expansive. Then there exist a neighborhood U of 3 and a C1 neighborhood U0( f )
of f such that for any g 2 U0( f ), every periodic point of g in 3g D
T
n2Z g
n(U )
is hyperbolic.
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Proof. Since 3 is C1 stably measure expansive, there exist a compact neighbor-
hood U of 3 and a C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that 3 DTn2Z f n(U ), and 3g
is measure expansive for g 2 U ( f ). Take a C1 neighborhood U0( f )  U ( f ) of f as
in Lemma 2.2. By applying the similar techniques as in the proof of Theorem B, we
can show that U and U0( f ) are desired neighborhoods of 3 and f , respectively.
Suppose there is a non-hyperbolic periodic point q 2 3g for some g 2 U0( f ). We
can choose smaller U0( f ) and U if necessary so that q 2 int U . Then there is an
eigenvalue  of Dq g(q) such that jj D 1. Let Tq M D Ec(q)  E s(q)  Eu(q) be
the Dq g(q)-invariant splitting of Tq M , where E (q),  D c, s, u, are subspaces Tq M
corresponding to eigenvalues  of Dq g(q) for jj D 1, jj< 1 and jj> 1, respectively.
If the eigenvalue  is real, then by making use of Lemma 2.2, we can choose
Æ > 0 and a diffeomorphism h 2 U0( f ) C1 close to g such that
(a) h(q)(q) D g(q)(q) D q,
(b) h(x) D expgiC1(q) Æ Dgi (q)g Æ exp 1gi (q)(x) if x 2 BÆ(gi (q)) for 0  i  (q)   2, and
(c) h(x) D expq Æ Dg (q) 1(q)g Æ exp 1g (q) 1(q)(x) if x 2 BÆ(g(q) 1(q)).
Then we have an invariant small arc Iq  BÆ(q)\ expq (Ecq (Æ)) with center at q which
satisfies the following:
(1) Iq  3h D
T
n2Z hn(U ),
(2) hi (Iq ) \ h j (Iq ) D ; for 0  i ¤ j  m(q)   1,
(3) hm(q)(Iq ) D Iq , and
(4) hm(q) W Iq ! Iq is the identity map.
Let mIq be the normalized Lebesgue measure on Iq . We define  2M(M) by
(C) D 1
m(q)
m(q) 1
X
iD0
mIp (h i (C \ hi (Iq ))),
for any Borel set C of M . Then it is easy to show that  2M(M). For simplicity,
we set hm(q) D h. Let 0 < e < Æ be a measure expansive constant of hj
3h . Since
h W Iq ! Iq is the identity map, for any y 2 Iq , we see that d(hi (y), hi (q)) D d(y, q)
for all i 2 Z. Thus
{y 2 Iq W d(hi (y), hi (q))  e, for all i 2 Z}  0he (q).
Then we have
0 < ({y 2 Iq W d(hi (y), hi (q))  e, for all i 2 Z})  (0he (q)).
Since 3h is measure-expansive for h, Iq is also measure expansive for h, and this
contradicts the assumption.
If the eigenvalue  is complex, we can get a contradiction by the same techniques
as in the proof of Theorem B and the above argument.
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We say that a compact f -invariant set 3  M admits a dominated splitting if the
tangent bundle T
3
M has a continuous D f -invariant splitting E  F and there exist
C > 0, 0 <  < 1 such that for all x 2 3 and n  0, we have
kD f njE(x)k  kD f  njF( f n (x))k  Cn .
By Lemma 3.1, we can apply Proposition 2.1 in [8] to obtain the following prop-
osition.
Proposition 3.2. Let H f (p) be the homoclinic class of f associated to a hyper-
bolic periodic point p. If H f (p) is C1 stably measure expansive, then there exist a C1
neighborhood U ( f ) of f , constants C > 0, 0 <  < 1 and m 2 ZC such that
(1) for each g 2 U ( f ), if q is a periodic point of g in 3g with period (q, g) ((q, g) 
m) and q  pg then
Qk 1
iD0kDgm jE s (gim (q))k < Ck ,
Qk 1
iD0kDg m jEu (g im (q))k < Ck , where
k D [(q, g)=m],
(2) H f (p) admits a dominated splitting TH f (p) M D E  F with dim E D index(p).
Let p be a hyperbolic periodic point of f with 0 < index(p) < dim M . For each
0 < i < dim(M), we put
Pi ( f jH f (p)) D {q 2 H f (p) \ Ph( f ) W index(q) D i},
where Ph( f ) is the set of hyperbolic periodic points of f . Let 3i ( f ) D Pi ( f jH f (p)) for
i D 1, 2, : : : , dim M   1. If index(p) D j , then we know that 3 j ( f ) D H f (p).
If an invariant set 3 admits a dominated splitting, then Mañé [7] has shown the
existence of locally invariant manifolds everywhere on 3 which are tangent to the in-
variant subspaces of the splitting. In fact, by the uniqueness of the dominated split-
ting, if q 2 H f (p) is a periodic point with q  p then we have E(q) D E s(q) and
F(q) D Eu(q). Let dim E D s and by dim F D u, and put D jr D {x 2 R j W kxk  r}
(r > 0), for j D s, u. Let Emb
3
(D j1 , M) be the space of C1 embeddings  W D j1 ! M
such that (0) 2 3 endowed with the C1 topology. Then we have
Proposition 3.3 ([3, 7]). Let H f (p) be the homoclinic class of f associated to a
hyperbolic periodic point p, and let 3 D H f (p). Suppose that 3 has a dominated
splitting E  F. Then there exist sections s W 3 ! Emb
3
(Ds1, M) and u W 3 !
Emb
3
(Du1 , M) such that by defining W cs" (x) D s(x)Ds" and W cu" (x) D u(x)Du" , for
each x 2 3, we have
(1) Tx W cs
"
(x) D E(x) and Tx W cu
"
(x) D F(x),
(2) for every 0 < "1 < 1 there exists 0 < "2 < 1 such that f (W cs
"2
(x))  W cs
"1
( f (x)) and
f  1(W cu
"2
(x))  W cu
"1
( f  1(x)),
(3) for every 0 < "1 < 1 there exists 0 < Æ < 1 such that if d(x , y) < Æ (x , y 2 3) then
W cs
"1
(x) \ W cu
"1
(y) ¤ ;, and this intersection is transverse.
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In Proposition 3.3, the set W cs
"
(x) and W cu
"
(x) are called the local center stable
and local center unstable manifolds of x , respectively. The following lemma can be
proved similarly to that of Lemma 4 in [14].
Lemma 3.4. Let H f (p) be the homoclinic class of f associated to a hyperbolic
periodic point p, and suppose that H f (p) is C1 stably measure expansive. Then for
C,  as in Proposition 3.2 and Æ > 0 satisfying 0 D (1 C Æ) < 1 and q  p, there
exists 0 < 1 <  such that if for all 0  n  (q) it holds that for some 2 > 0,
f n(W cs
2
(q))  W cs
1
( f n(q)) then
f (q)(W cs
2
(q))  W csC0 (q)2 (q).
Similarly, if f  n(W cu
2
(q))  W cu
1
( f  n(q)) then
f  (q)(W cu
2
(q))  W cuC0 (q)2 (q).
Recall that a compact f -invariant set 3 has a local product structure if given " > 0
there exists a Æ > 0 such that if d(x , y) < Æ and x , y 2 3 then
; ¤ W s
"
(x) \ W u
"
(y)  3.
Note that by using the transverse homoclinic point theorem, we have H Tf (p) D NSp,
where Sp D {q 2 P( f ) W q  p}.
Lemma 3.5. Let H f (p) be the homoclinic class of f associated to a hyperbolic
periodic point p, and suppose that H f (p) is C1 stably measure expansive. Then H f (p)
has a local product structure. Moreover, for any periodic point q 2 H f (p), index(p) D
index(q).
Proof. Let U be a locally maximal neighborhood of H f (p), and let e > 0 be a
measure expansive constant of f jH f (p). Since H f (p) is a closed set, there is  > 0 such
that B

(H f (p))  U . Let 1 > 0 be constant such that
(i) 1 < min{e, }, and
(ii) sup{diam W cs
1
(q) W q 2 H f (p)} < .
For any q 2 H f (p) with q  p, we let
"(q) D sup{" > 0 W f n(W cs
"
(q))  W cs
"1
( f n(q)) for all n  0}.
Let "0 D inf{"(q) W q 2 Sp}. If we prove that "0 is positive then for all q 2 Sp, we
can see that f n(W cs
"
0
(q))  W cs
"1
( f n(q)) for all n  0.
Suppose "0 D 0. Then there exists a sequence {qn} in Sp such that "(qn) ! 0
as n ! 1. Hence we obtain 0 < mn < (qn) with mn ! 1 as n ! 1 and yn 2
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W cs
"(qn )(qn) such that
d( f mn (qn), f mn (yn)) D "1.
Let In D [ f mn (qn), f mn (yn)] be an arc joining f mn (qn) with f mn (yn) in W cs
"1
( f mn (qn)),
and let Jn D f  mn (In). Clearly Jn is contained in W cs
"(qn )(qn) and we get
f i (Jn)  W cs
"1
( f i (qn)),
where 0  i  (qn). By Lemma 3.4, we have
f (qn )(W cs
"(qn )(qn))  W csC0 (qn )"(qn )(qn).
Observe that sequences {mn} and {(qn)   mn} tend to 1 as n !1. Take the limit
points x and y from f mn (qn) and f mn (yn), respectively. We can assume that In con-
verges to a closed arc joining x to y in the Hausdorff metric, say, I . Note that
diam f mnC j (Jn) D diam f j (In)  "1,
where  mn  j  (qn)   mn . This means that diam f j (I )  "1 for all j 2 Z. Since
H f (p) is locally maximal in U and f i (I )  B(H f (p))  U for all i 2 Z, we have
I 
T
i2Z f i (U ) D H f (p). Let m I be the normalized Lebesgue measure on I . We
define  2M(M) by (C) D m I (C \ I ) for any Borel set C of M . Then we can see
that  2M(M). Since diam f j (I )  "1 for all j 2 Z, we get 0 < (0 f"1 (x) \ I ) 
(0
"1 (x)), and so arrive at a contradiction.
Next, we show that for any y 2 W cs
"2
(q) and z 2 W cu
"2
(q), where "2 is given by
Lemma 3.4, we have
lim
n!1
d( f n(q), f n(y)) D 0
and
lim
n!1
d( f  n(q), f  n(z)) D 0.
Assume that for some y in W cs
"2
(q),
lim sup
n!1
d( f n(q), f n(y)) D  > 0.
Then we can find a sequence mn > 0 such that mn ! 1 as n ! 1, and d( f mn (q),
f mn (y)) > =2 for all n > 0. Choose a geodesic arc In joining f mn (q) and f mn (y) in
W cs
1
( f mn (q)). Then diamIn > =2. Let Jn D f  mn (In), and let limn!1 In D I under
the Hausdorff metric. Then I is also a closed arc with two end points. As in the above
arguments, we can see that diam f k(In)  "1 for k satisfying  mn  k. Since mn !1
as n !1, we get diam f k(In)  "1 for all k 2 Z. But this gives
diam f k(I )  "1 for all k 2 Z.
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If "1 > 0 a measure expansive constant of f jH f (p) then by the same arguments as the
above, we can get a contradiction.
Finally, we show that H f (p) has a local product structure. Take "0 > 0 as above.
Note that for any x 2 H f (p), the local center stable and unstable manifolds of x are
true stable and unstable manifolds of x , respectively. Indeed, if  D min{0, 1}, by
the continuity of W cs

0
(x) with respect to x and the fact H f (p) D {q 2 Ph( f ) W q  p},
we can see that f n(W cs

(x))  W cs
1
( f n(x)) for x 2 H f (p) and all n  0. Moreover, if
y 2 W cs

(x)\ H f (p) then d( f n(x), f n(y)) ! 0 as n !1. Consequently we have that
W cs

(x) D W s

(x) for any x 2 H f (p). This means that the local center stable manifolds
are true stable manifolds. Simiarly we can show the same results for the center un-
stable manifolds. Even though this part was essentially proved in [14], we mention it
here for safety.
By Proposition 3.3, we can take Æ > 0 such that
W s

0
(x) \ W u

0
(y) ¤ ;,
whenever d(x , y) < Æ and x , y 2 H f (p). Since W s

0
(x)  W s(p) and W u

0
(y)  W u(p),
by the -lemma, we can see that
W s

0
(x) \ W u

0
(y)  H f (p).
This establishes that H f (p) has a local product structure. Since H f (p) D
{q 2 Ph( f ) W q  p}, and H f (p) has a local product structure, by Proposition 3.3 (3),
for any periodic point q in H f (p), we know that W s(p) \ W u

0
(q) ¤ ; and W u(p) \
W s

0
(q) ¤ ; which are transverse intersections. Thus, we have index(q) D index(p).
To prove Theorem C, we use the famous Mañé’s ergodic closing lemma in [8].
Let B
"
( f, x) D {y 2 M W d( f n(x), y) < " for some n 2 Z}, and let 6 f be the set of
points x 2 M such that for any C1 neighborhood U ( f ) of f and for every " > 0
there exist g 2 U ( f ) and y 2 M such that y 2 P(g), g D f on M n B
"
( f, x) and
d( f j (x), g j (y)) < " for all 0  j  m, where m is the g-period of y. Then the Mañé’s
ergodic closing lemma states that 6 f is a total Probability set, i.e., for any f -invariant
probability measure , (6 f ) D 1.
End of proof of Theorem C. Suppose the homoclinic class H f (p) is C1 sta-
bly measure expansive. Then there exist a compact neighborhood U of 3 and a C1
neighborhood U ( f ) of f such that 3 DTn2Z f n(U ), and 3g is measure-expansive for
g 2 U ( f ). As observed earlier, we have H f (p) D 3 j ( f ), where j D index(p). If nec-
essary, we can shrink the neighborhood U ( f ) to satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.1
and Proposition 3.2.
To show that 3 j ( f ) is hyperbolic, choose an open set U j such that 3 j ( f )  U j 
U . By Lemma 3.5, we have 3i ( f ) D Pi ( f jH f (p)) D ; if i ¤ j . For a sufficiently small
neighborhood U0( f )  U ( f ) of f , if g 2 U0( f ) satisfies g D f on M n U j , then we
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see that index(q) D index(pg) for any q 2 3g \ P(g). Suppose not. Then there exist
h 2 U0( f ) and q 2 3h \ P(h) such that h D f on M n U j , index(q) ¤ index(ph) and
h(p)(ph) D ph . Suppose index(q) D l. Define  W U0( f ) ! Z by
(g) D #{y 2 3g \ P(g) W g(q)(y) D y, index(y) D l},
where #A denote the cardinal number of the set A. Then we see that  is a con-
stant function on U0( f ) by Lemma 3.1. But this is a contradiction due to the fact
(h) > ( f ).
By Proposition 3.2 (2), we know that H f (p) admits a dominated splitting
TH f (p) M D E  F with dim E D index(p). Let  > 0, and let U0( f )  U ( f ) be as
in Lemma 2.2.
To prove that H f (p) is hyperbolic, we are going to use the techniques of the proof
of Theorem B in [8]. That is, we show that
lim inf
n!1
kD f njE(x)k D 0
and
lim inf
n!1
kD f  njF(x)k D 0,
for all x 2 H f (p). Suppose lim infn!1kD f njE(x)k ¤ 0 for some x 2 H f (p). For the
constant m 2 ZC taken in Proposition 3.2, let  (x) D logkDx f m jE(x)k. Then we have
a sequence { jn} and a f m-invariant probability measure  on H f (p) satisfying
Z
H f (p)
 d D lim
n!1
1
jn
jn 1
X
iD0
logkD f mi (x) f m jE( f mi (x))k  0.
By Mañé’s ergodic closing lemma and Birkhoff’s theorem, we can find q 2 6 f \H f (p)
such that
lim
n!1
1
n
n 1
X
iD0
logkD f mi (q) f m jE( f mi (q))k  0.
By Proposition 3.2 (1), we conclude that q is not a periodic point of f . Let C > 0
and  be as in Proposition 3.2. Choose  <  < 1 and n0 such that
1
n
n 1
X
iD0
logkD f mi (q) f m jE( f mi (q))k  log 
when n > n0. By Mañé’s ergodic closing lemma we can find Qf 2 U0( f ) and Qq 2 3 Qf \
P( Qf ) such that the Qf -orbit of Qq -shadows a part of the f -orbit of g for arbitrarily
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small  > 0. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5, Qq is hyperbolic and index( Qq) D index(p). By
applying Lemma 2.2, we can obtain g 2 V( Qf )  U0( f ) such that
k 1
Y
iD0
kDgim ( Qq)gm jE(gmi ( Qq))k   k .
By Proposition 3.2 (1), we have
k 1
Y
iD0
kDgim ( Qq)gm jE(gmi ( Qq))k < Ck .
Observe that we can choose the period ( Qq) of Qq large enough so that  k  Ck ,
where k D [( Qq)=m]. This is a contradiction and hence lim infn!1kD f njE(x)k D 0 for
each x 2 H (p, f ). Similarly we can show that lim infn!1kD f  njF(x)k D 0 for each
x 2 H f (p).
The converse is clear by Theorem C in [5], and so completes the proof of The-
orem C.
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